Local Community, Economy & Work

What we have heard so far...

70% of respondents play an active role in the community, occasionally or regularly by volunteering.

Local people associate the Royal Docks with London City Airport, ExCeL, industrial and dock history, togetherness and cooperation, peaceful and wide landscapes and affordability.

The most important things to make the Royal Docks an attractive place to work:

- A reputation for being a great destination
- Local people benefiting from growth
- High quality workspace
- Access to culture, leisure and entertainment
- Knowledge of what jobs are available
- Support and training into work
- Distinct identity and heritage
- Access to customers

The most important aspects of prosperity for local people:

- A healthy environment
- Support and training into work
- Strong business networks
- Local people benefiting from growth
- A reputation for being a great destination
- Work-life balance
- Safety
- Stability
- Good shops and services nearby
- Work-life balance
- Opportunities for young people
- Life chances
- Local community
- Jobs for everyone

What makes the Royal Docks an attractive place to work or run a business now or in the future?

(651 responses)

Having a voice in the future of the Royal Docks

(968 responses)

What does prosperity mean to you? Choose top 3

(651 responses)

Secure livelihood

A healthy environment

Stability

Access to good education

Access to culture, leisure and entertainment

Access to customers

Support and training into work

Work-life balance

Secure livelihood

A healthy environment

Stability

Work-life balance

Access to customers

Support and training into work

What would make the Royal Docks an attractive place to work or run a business now or in the future?

(968 responses)

A wide range of job opportunities

Knowledge of what jobs are available

Support and training into work

Flexible and affordable space for small businesses

High quality workspace

Access to education

Good shops and services nearby

Improved public transport and accessibility

An attractive environment

Distinct identity and heritage

Strong business networks

A reputation for being a great destination

Things to do after work

Other

What does prosperity mean to you? Choose top 3

(651 responses)

Secure livelihood

A healthy environment

Stability

Opportunities for young people

A healthy environment

Stability

Work-life balance
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Secure livelihood

A healthy environment
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Work-life balance